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The Bonneville Power Administration’s Energy Efficiency organization is dedicated to providing value to
its utility customers since it is you that make it possible to accomplish public power’s efficiency targets.
From regional programs, to technical assistance for custom projects, BPA is always looking for ways to
facilitate the acquisition work of our customers.
The realities we as a region are faced with have created headwinds to the pursuit of energy efficiency:
The region is still reeling from the economic crash of 2007-2008. Many customers are experiencing
no or slow load growth with conservation potentially putting upward pressure on retail rates.
For the first time, customers, on average, are expected to deliver 25 percent of public power’s
regional programmatic savings target, meaning some have to justify efficiency beyond BPA funding
Some customers have Tier 1 “head room” and are not facing price signals from Tier 2 rates or the
market; and,
Some customers have significantly higher BPA energy efficiency budgets than their historical
expenditures.
BPA has created some analyses that we believe may assist with making a “Case for Conservation.”
The economic case for conservation can be made at many levels and we have examined the impact of
efficiency from the regional, utility customer, and end-use consumer perspectives.
1. To address the regional perspective, we have developed an analysis of the value of energy efficiency
achievements over the past 10 years against the cost of purchasing power (using the region’s MidColumbia spot market price point). By posing the hypothetical alternative of purchasing from the
market the equivalent amount of power that was saved through energy efficiency investments from
2001 through 2011, the analysis demonstrates conservation acquisition has led to reduced costs.
2. To address the retail utility perspective, “A Utility Business Case for Conservation” was created as a
general utility economic case for conservation. It establishes a framework for a utility to analyze
individual financial and rate situations using its own costs and assumptions. Supporting the economic
conclusions made in the analysis, a separate supporting document has been developed to address
many elements of conservation that cannot be captured in a general business case analysis.
3. Addressing both the retail and end-use consumer perspectives, BPA is working to develop a financial
impact model based on utility-specific inputs and assumptions to help customers think about the
quantitative impacts of conservation investments. The model is undergoing testing and will be
available for use by customers in early autumn.
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All elements of the “Case for Conservation” package except for the financial impact model are available
on Energy Efficiency’s website. If you are interested in reviewing and potentially using the financial
impact model, I encourage you to reach out to your Energy Efficiency Representative and Power Account
Executive team so that they can offer assistance and address any questions you may have.
This initiative is the result of collaboration between the Energy Efficiency organization and other groups
within Power Services. I believe this work does a great job linking two worlds—power and conservation.
Though this work will not be applicable to all customers, and only represents part of the value of energy
efficiency, it tells a compelling story.
I look forward to hearing how these initiatives provide value to our customers and stakeholders.
Best regards,

Richard Génecé
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1 Tom Eckman, Northwest Power and Conservation Council, http://www.aceee.org/files/pdf/conferences/mt/2013/Tom%20Eckman_Welcome%20and%20Plenary.pdf, slide 11.







2 “Purchasing the equivalent amount of energy from the market” is the inverse of “selling the equivalent amount of surplus power into the market.” Therefore, the analysis considers as
equivalent BPA’s ability to avoid power purchases or sell surplus power as a result of energy efficiency investments.
3 All years are BPA fiscal years and for ease of reading a dash between dates denotes “through the end of the fiscal year.”
4 For example, commercial lighting is not allowed by federal standards to go back to T12 after it has been switched to T8 electronic; and all white goods such as refrigerators are as efficient or
better in subsequent installs.

5 The analysis period includes savings thru 2022 because 2011 investments in efficiency measures keep producing energy savings.
6 Cumulative savings from building codes total 33.5 average megawatts for 2001-2004. An explanation for why savings from building codes are no longer considered to be part of
programmatic savings after 2004 is provided on page 8 of the 2010 Resource Energy Data (RED book).

7 Prices in the analysis are changed slightly from the AURORA price forecast to avoid false precision and to make it clear that the market prices in future years are only estimates for the
purposes of this analysis.

Cost/Revenues ($mil present value in year 2011)

Annual Value of Bonneville's 2001-2011 Energy Efficiency Investments Over
Their Expected Measure Life
$300.00

Annual Cost of EE Program

$250.00

Revenue from Selling EE Savings @ Mid-C
Market or Avoided Cost of Purchasing EE
Savings @ Mid-C

$200.00
$150.00
$100.00
$50.00
$-

Fiscal Year

8 Assumes no new energy efficiency investments after 2011 but savings continue through 2022.








9 For example, commercial lighting is not allowed by federal standards to go back to T12 after it has been switched to T8 electronic; and all white goods such as refrigerators are as efficient or
better in subsequent installs.
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10Load reduction achieved through conservation would save the utility power purchases at Tier 2 rates if the load were included in the Rate Period High Water Mark process that identifies
above-RHWM load. Conservation achieved within the rate period that was not forecast in the RHWM process would be credited at the market forecast load shaping rates.
11 The analysis is primarily relevant to a utility that serves its entire retail load with Tier 1 and/or Tier 2 PF power and is not subject to state regulations that establish a penalty for not doing
conservation. In the case of I-937 Washington utilities, the penalty for not meeting conservation goals would substitute for their Tier 1 or Tier 2 rates.
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12 Retail revenue loss is not factored into the analysis. BPA’s utility specific financial impact model does address revenue loss and, therefore, may be a better tool for those utilities interested
in understanding the connection between conservation investments and revenue loss.
13 Utility A would experience a decrease in the amount paid to BPA through BPA’s customer charges; in this example, BPA’s Composite and Non-Slice customer charges.
14 This is an estimated utility “levelized” cost of conservation per MWh assuming a cost of $2.3 million per first year aMW amortized over 12 years at 3.5 percent financing.
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15 For an explanation of BPA’s rate structure, please see our fact sheet: http://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/FactSheets/fs-201204-bpa-new-tiered-rate-structure-offers-greater-control-overpower-costs.pdf.
16 Market price forecast consistent with the posted Load Shaping rates.
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17 Distribution costs are different between the two situations because of the different price of power between the two, i.e., power in the first is valued at PF Tier 1 and power in the second is
valued at PF Tier 2.
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18 Tom Eckman, Northwest Power and Conservation Council, http://www.aceee.org/files/pdf/conferences/mt/2013/Tom%20Eckman_Welcome%20and%20Plenary.pdf, slide 11.
19 State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network, “Impacts of Energy Efficiency Programs on Customer Satisfaction,” Technical Brief, October 2011,
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/seeaction/pdfs/ratepayer_efficiency_customersatisfaction.pdf.
20 http://www.jdpower.com/content/press-release/d7cFGW5/2012-electric-utility-residential-customer-satisfaction-study.htm

21 Because most utilities charge large commercial and industrial consumers separate energy and capacity costs, there are few lost revenues from EE done with these customers, but the issue
may be relevant for smaller end users. Large commercial and industrial retail rates generally have separate charges for energy, demand, and fixed facilities (meter and other delivery) costs.
The energy charge typically doesn't include distribution costs. Because large commercial and industrial consumers take power at high voltages, they also have much lower distribution costs
per MWh than do small consumers. When large consumers’ use declines, most if not all, of the utility's fixed costs are still paid. This is not completely true, as some fixed costs may be in the
energy charge that may not be recovered from fuel savings or surplus sales when the market is low. Regardless, the issue is of less concern for large consumers. Small consumers' rates, on
the other hand, collect most revenues for distribution system costs in the kWh rate, so reduced use by these customers causes revenue loss to the utility.

